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In this paper we describe a new technique for the generation of multiple pulse phase
coherent sequences in optical spectroscopy. The technique is an extension of the
acousto-optic modulation and fluorescence detection methods developed for optical
transitions by Zewail and Orlowski (Zewail et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 48, 256 (1977);
Orlowski et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 54, 197 (1978)). Application of these multiple pulse
trains (of different phases) to optical transitions of two-level and multilevel systems is
demonstrated experimentally. It is shown that they can be used to (i) suppress spon-
taneous emission background, (ii) enhance coherent transients such as photon echoes,
(iii) measure additional relaxation parameters in systems with complex rotational-
vibrational levels, and (iv) enhance the effective laser bandwidths through composite
pulse trains, as demonstrated on 12 gas. Finally, the potential of this development is
extended to the possibility of observing selective multiquantum excitation in molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION

A molecule which is irradiated with intense coherent pulses (for
example, from a laser) can absorb energy and then coherently reradi-
ate it. The quantitative effects of such pulses on pure two-level systems
were first understoood in nuclear magnetic resonance: the classical
picture of a magnetic field exerting a torque Ix B on a magnetic
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dipole is also basically correct quantum mechanically. 1-4 Thus, a
resonant magnetic field pulse can flip spins from their initial alignment,
or create a new alignment in any other direction. This new alignment
oscillates, which gives the exact transition frequency to; its perpen-
dicular component decays, which gives the transverse relaxation (or
coherence dephasing) time T.; and finally the original alignment is
restored, at a rate T1 which is frequently not equal to T2.

This simple classical picture cannot be directly extended to the
optical regime. However, all possible two-level systems are
mathematically quite similar. In fact, electronic or vibrational transi-
tions can be treated (in the semiclassical limit)) as fictitious "spin
flips, ’’5’6 and laser pulse sequences analogous to those derived for
NMR have been used to measure T1, T2 and the transition dipole
moment [ix[ for these transitions. These parameters are in principle
sufficient to completely characterize any two-level system, so simple
laser pulse sequences have frequently been used to study energy
transfer,7-9 collision effects,1-12 and laser propagation in optically
dense media.13-5

In practice, however, the implicit assumption of only two isolated
levels must be considered to be only a first approximation. Even an
isolated large molecule has a high density of vibronic states plus
relaxation mechanisms such as spontaneous emission which couple
to nonresonant eigenstates. Intermolecular and intramolecular inter-
actions further complicate the problem. These additional interactions
would give very useful information if their effects could be interpreted;
for example, the scalar spin-spin coupling in NMR splits all transitions
into multiplets which reveal the molecular configuration. Unfortu-
nately, in electronic spectroscopy there are usually so many distinct
interactions (or so many coupled sites) that the individual contribu-
tions cannot be extracted. Simple pulse sequences (which still only
measure T1, Tz, to and lixl) reveal very little about these couplings,
and have been previously noted as sometimes leading to physically
unreasonable conclusions.
The most powerful technique for overcoming this spectral com-

plexity and extracting additional information from strongly coupled
spin systems is multiple pulse spectroscopy. To name only a few
applications, pulse trains have been designed to eliminate the direct
dipole-dipole or quadrupole interaction to measure chemical shift
tensors orders of magnitude smaller,16’17 pump forbidden transi-
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tions18-22 (sometimes with high intensity),23-26 or resolve different
spin interactions via two-dimensional Fourier transformation.27’28 In
fact, these multiple pulse techniques and the advanced state of r.f.-
microwave technology are probably the most important reasons why
NMR is one of the most powerful analytical techniques available
today.
We have shown in recent papers29-33 that the strong mathematical

similarities between coherent effects in NMR or optical spectroscopy
imply that laser analogs of these multiple pulse sequences will be
extremely valuable as probes of energy transport, dephasing mechan-
isms, and collisional dynamics. We have also shown29’3 that the
acousto-optic modulation and fluorescence detection technique of
Zewail and Orlowski7 can conveniently create phase coherent pulse
trains, and we have used this technique to study gas phase dynamics.
In this paper we summarize these results, comment on some
extensions, and discuss new experimental developments.

2. MULTIPLE PULSE TRAINS IN MULTILEVEL SYSTEMS--SO|.ID

STATE APPLICATIONS

The various strong electronic interactions in low temperature pure
or mixed molecular crystals frequently make absorption lineshapes
broad and featureless. Even if each individual molecule in the crystal
has only one nearly resonant transition (ground state G- excited
state E) a fairly comprehensive list of line broadening effects would
include:

1) Long range inhomogeneous broadening, caused for example by
crystal strains or surface effects; on the average, molecules which are
close together have strongly correlated resonance frequencies.

2) Short range inhomogeneous broadening, caused for example by
isotopic impurities randomly distributed throughout the sample. Res-
onance frequency is then independent of position.

Typical inhomogeneous linewidths are 0.1-1 cm-1, with the relative
extents of (1) and (2) currently a subject of debate. The Hamiltonian
for inhomogeneous broadening can be written as-- h E o)io’zi (1)
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3) Exchange or transition multipole interactions between pairs of
sites can be written as

Y. V,(rTr} +r-r7) (2)

h ., 2 Vi](O’xiO’xi +O’y/O’y/) (3)

where V/i for adjacent molecules can be several wavenumbers from
exchange alone. For a dilute mixed crystal the contribution from
transition dipole moments alone would generate a Lorentzian line-
shape, with T] ---1.5f/x2a-3h- where f is the fractional concentra-
tion and a 3 is the volume of the unit cell.3

4) Crystal stabilization energy terms or permanent multipole inter-
actions can be written as

09-- Oiio-ziO-zi (4)

For a dilute mixed crystal the permanent dipole moments alone would
also generate a Lorentzian lineshape, with T ---0.7 f(Aix)2a-3h-1
where AIx is the change in dipole moment upon excitation.32

Calculating the expected lineshape when several different interac-
tions are present is much more complex. Fortunately, the full Hamil-
tonian of Eqs. (1), (3), and (4) can be quite generally rewritten as:

h(Ao (r)r +Y (.OiO"zi "+" E Dii(3O’zi o’i --{l’i
i>]

q- Ji.i((l’i
i>i

Oii -- Vii + 1/2Oii Jii - Vii +-5Oii (5)

which is identical to the NMR Hamiltonian for protons in a solid3 or
a liquid crystal.34 Thus only minor modifications reflecting differences
in the initial equilibrium distributions are required to transfer well-
known NMR results to the optical regime. Further details are con-
tained in Refs. 32 and 33. We summarize these results in Table I.

In general, short-range broadening will produce distorted line-
shapes in photon echo experiments. It may even generate strange
lineshapes in simple absorption experiments. For example, Figure 1
shows an experimental spectrum35’36 and a Monte Carlo computer
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TABLE
Effects of different line broadening mechanisms
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Photon Multiple echo Dipolar line Full line
echo (Carr-Purcell) narrowing narrowing

Long-range broadening
Aw(r)

Short-range broadening
(tOi) D

Exchange, transition

multipole (Vii) D
Crystal stabilization,
Permanent multipole (Oii) D

Spontaneous emission,

I__QQii ii

relaxation mechanisms + + + +

+ ---Contributes to total lineshape by simple convolution.
D Distorted contribution to total lineshape.

Does not contribute to lineshape.

simulation32 for 1,4-dibromonaphthalene. This molecule has a strong
exchange coupling (V=-6.2 cm-1) for adjacent molecules in one
direction, V 0 in all other directions, and short-range broadening
from the 10% natural abundance of the mono-lac species, which is
shifted by about 2 cm-1. In extreme cases (toi-o. >> Vj) the short
range broadening quenches exchange or transition dipole interactions.
However, it can never quench permanent dipole interactions since
[OijOziO’zi, ogiOzi ] O.

Multiple pulse trains can separate out the different broadening
mechanisms without distortions. Figures 2a and 2b are closely related
to pulse trains which are commonly used in NMR. The middle of
Figure 2a is a Carr-Purcell sequence.37 This sequence of its later
modifications will precisely remove the linear operators in Eq. (5),
since trzi --O’zi by the 180 rotations. The bilinear operators O-ziO’zj
or tri tr are unaffected. One version of the Carr-Purcell sequence
has in fact been demonstrated in the infrared.38

17The repeated unit of Figure 2b is called a WAHUHA sequence
and will exactly eliminate the Dii terms in Eq. (5), scale down the
inhomogeneous broadening by 1/x/, and leave Jii - Vii + -Qii
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Experimental 1,4- Dibromonaphthalene
Absorption Lineshape

FWHM .095 cm
=5

0.2 0.4

’l’solopic Substitution Broadening

(mno’: Bc species,/2 crrT)

FWHM 0.10_+ .01 cm--r/=2.5+.5

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 cm-
FIGURE Experimental absorption lineshape of DBN at 4952/ (courtesy of H.
Port, University of Stuttgart) and our Monte Carlo simulation based on natural
abundance carbon-13. The unusual lineshape is produced by cross terms between
exchange coupling and inhomogeneous broadening.

unaffected. A combination of these two sequences (Figure 2c)
effectively removes all line broadening mechanisms other than spon-
taneous emission or pure relaxation processes (e.g., effects which
enter only in the second term of the Liouville equation # i[p, ]-
Co -p,)).

Figure 2 includes modifications in these long-established sequences
to reflect the differences between optical and NMR spectroscopy. In
particular, optical transitions often display long-range
inhomogeneities which are greater than the available laser pulse
bandwidth (Rabi frequency2), so only the central portion of the
lineshape is properly refocused. A weak final pulse translates only
this portion into excited state population. Taking a difference
spectrum (final pulse of one phase minus final pulse phase shifted
by 180 samples only this portion, and also gives phase sensitive
detection.
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FIGURE 2 Line narrowing sequences for solid state electronic spectroscopy. The
repeated portion of part (a) is a Carr-Purcell sequence, which refocuses both short-
range and long-range inhomogeneous broadening. Later improvements on this pulse
sequence (different phases for the 180 pulses)37 are also useful. The repeated portion
of part (b) is a WAHUHA dipolar line narrowing sequence. Part (c) combines these
sequences to eliminate essentially all reversible broadening mechanisms. In each part
the fluorescence after the final weak pulse, minus the fluorescence produced when the
final pulse is phase shifted by 180, is the observed signal ZEWAWA sequence.

3. MULTIPLE-QUANTUM AND MULTIPHOTON PROCESSES

In conventional NMR the selection rule Am 1 implies that only
transitions corresponding to single spin flips are observable. The pulse
sequence in Figure 3a breaks this selection rule. If - > (D1 coherent
superpositions between states with arbitrary values of Am (multiple-
quantum coherences) evolve during tl. The primary advantage of this
in NMR is spectral simplification. 22’39

Since D terms also appear in the optical Hamiltonian (Eq. 5)
multiple-quantum coherences can be induced in solid state optical
spectroscopy. For example, a two-quantum coherence can be induced
between the crystal ground state and states with two excited
molecules. This coherence should be carefully distinguished from
what would be called a double exciton in conventional optical spec-
troscopy.4 The incoherent excitation in the latter case implies limited
phase correlation between the two excitons unless they collide; in the
coherent case, however, the phase is always well defined. More
importantly, multiple-quantum coherences will generally produce
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FIGURE 3 Multiple-quantum pulse sequences. Part (a) is the simplest sequence
which works in NMR. It produces coherences between states separated by an arbitrarily
large number of spin flips (quanta absorbed). A N-quantum coherence decays as
exp (-tl/NT2*), so the large inhomogeneous broadening in optical spectroscopy makes
them unobservable. Part (b) incorporates modifications to echo these coherences and
give phase sensitive detection. These modifications make optical multiple-quantum
coherences observable. Since multiple-quantum coherences generate little polarization
optical density effects are greatly reduced compared to absorption studies or photon
echoes.

very little polarization (they do not correspond to allowed transitions)
so optical density effects are reduced.

In fact a conventional echo sequence has been tried in mixed
molecular crystals under the guise of the stimulated photon echo. 13’14

Unfortunately it ca.n be readily shown that an N-quantum coherence
will decay e -t’/NT"2, i.e., N times faster than the normal inhomo-
geneous broadening.2 Thus after a few psec only population decay
(e -t’/T) will be observed. This limitation can be circumvented by
inserting an echoing 180 pulse at tl/2.21 Phase sensitive detection7

is also essential for interpretable results, so a final pulse should be
added and difference spectra measured (Figure 3b). Phase
incrementation of the first two pulses (b Ctl) is then necessary to
separate out the different coherences.
Multiphoton processes, such as pumping of vibrational local modes,

can also be enhanced by multiple pulse trains.33 The normal limitation
is bottlenecking effects due to energy mismatches in the first few
transitions. These mismatches make it impossible to be near resonance
for all transitions in the pathways to highly excited states. Phase
modulated or amplitude modulated pulse sequences can dramatically
enhance pumping efficiency. This enhancement can be qualitatively
understood by noting that modulation with period T produces
sidebands with spacing lIT which can be made to simultaneously
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coincide with several transitions. The quantitative theory for two-level
and three-level systems is derived in Ref. 33, where it is shown that
enhancements of 103-105 over nonmodulated pumping occur when
the pulse lengths and delays are precisely correct.

4. GAS PHASE ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS-
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the last two sections show that phase coherent multiple
pulse trains can be expected to be extremely valuable in optical
spectroscopy. We have demonstrated that acousto-optic modulation7

of a single frequency laser generates sequences with independently
controllable pulse amplitudes, delays, and phases. In essence, this
technique generates a laser replica of any applied r.f. pulse sequence,
limited only by the modulator risetime. The experimental setup at
Caltech (Figure 4) produces pulses with up to 200 mW peak power
and 4 ns risetimes.
We have used the technique for the suppression of spontaneous

emission backgrounds by phase sensitive detection. Phase shifting the
final pulse of a three-pulse echo sequence by 180 inverts the coherent
signal (the echo) without affecting the incoherent background, so a
difference spectrum dramatically improves the accuracy of T2
measurements. A 90 phase shift would measure the induced polar-
ization in quadrature with the normally observed component, which

32
would be valuable for more complex sequences.
Phase shifted rf pulses were also used to generate optical composite

pulse trains. It has been known for many years in NMR that several
pulses back-to-back ("composite pulses") can be less sensitive to
inhomogeneities than is a single pulse.41 For example, r.f.
inhomogeneities make it impossible for any single pulse to be a 7r

pulse throughout a real sample. A 7r/2 pulse, followed immediately
by a 7r pulse 90 out of phase, followed immediately by a 7r/2 pulse
of the original phase improves on this substantially, since it cancels
the r.f. inhomogeneity to lowest order.41 There have also been some
applications of composite pulse trains to compensate for transition
inhomogeneity; this same pulse sequence creates large population
inversions even far from resonance where the effects of a single pulse
have substantially diminished.
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FIGURE 4 Experimental setup at Caltech. The acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
diffracts and upconverts a single frequency ring dye laser when r.f. pulses at the acoustic
phonon frequency (470Mhz) are applied. The dotted section of the apparatus is
equivalent to a conventional NMR transmitter section. Off-resonance fluorescence is
monitored perpendicular to the laser propagation direction.

Inhomogeneous broadening is much more severe in optical spec-
troscopy than it is in NMR, so that almost all optical experiments are
dominated by inhomogeneous effects. Composite laser pulses are
capable of turning over a larger fraction of the inhomogeneous profile
far from resonance, thus effectively increasing the laser bandwidth
and increasing the observable signal. Figure 5 shows that the fluores-
cence intensity after a single pulse (which was experimentally maxim-
ized if the pulse was 200 ns long) could be substantially increased by
composite pulse trains. Figure 6 shows that echo intensities can also
be increased. In favorable cases, these sequences will permit excitation
of transitions over the entire inhomogeneous lineshape.
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FIGURE 5 Composite pulses enhance fluorescence by exciting a larger fraction of
the inhomogeneous lineshape. The maximum single pulse fluorescence was observed
after a 200 ns pulse. Phase shifts increased the signal, and the experimental enhance-
ments showed excellent agreement with theoretical calculations (see Ref. 30).

Finally, we showed that multiple pulse sequences can be used to
measure previously inaccessible relaxation rates, such as the ground
state population decay rate Tlg (Figure 7). The relative values of Te
and Tlg for the case shown (I2 in the bulb at -12) imply that the
excited state collisional cross section is substantially greater than the
ground state cross section. Current experimental work includes
extension of Tlg measurements to different temperatures and press-
ures of iodine or of buffer gases and complete characterization of the
photon locking effect.42 The NMR spin locking sequence 90x- Ty,
where the length T of the second pulse is varied and (Iy) is measured
immediately after that pulse, gives a signal which decays at a rate TI,
intermediate to T2 and T1.43 Doppler broadening will make the direct
optical analog of this sequence fail far from resonance, so polarization
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FIGURE 6 Composite pulses produce taller and sharper echoes, which would be
expected if a larger fraction of the inhomogeneous lineshape is excited. The observed
structure on the echo is theoretically expected (see Ref. 30).

detection would be ineffective. Phase sensitive detection near reso-
nance (add in a final weak pulse, then take the difference after a 180
phase shift) overcomes this problem to characterize the strength of
collisional perturbations. Other work in progress includes low-
temperature mixed crystal studies, and extension of the technique to
multiple frequency excitation, high peak powers, and picosecond
resolution. Dual r.f. frequency generation permits high resolution
pump-probe experiments of the gas phase velocity profile, with or
without monitoring coherent effects. Higher power pump lasers
and amplification schemes produce peak powers of many kW and
300ps pulse lengths, with further gains expected. These higher
powers greatly facilitate application of the pulse trains in
Figures 2 and 3.
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FIGURE 7 Measurement of ground state (Tlg) and excited state (Tie) relaxation
rates at -12 in 12. The fluorescence decay for the sequence 0,,-’-0y, minus the
fluorescence present if the last pulse is eliminated, should be biexponential with roughly
equal coefficients for the two rates, as seen here. The implied collisional cross section
is small for the ground state (see Ref. 30).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Phase coherent multiple pulse laser spectroscopy is theoretically valu-
able and experimentally possible. In fact, most of the novel NMR
techniques developed over the last twenty years can now be used in
laser spectroscopy. We expect that these techniques, along with
the new sequences we are developing specifically for electronic
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interactions, will make coherent optical spectroscopy far more ver-
satile and informative than it has been to date.
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